Pro Combat Laser Tag Briefing & Rules
Thank you for playing Pro Combat Laser Tag. My name is _________ and I will be your referee for
this game.
Please treat your tagger with respect when not playing. <DESCRIBE GAME> You fire your tagger by
pulling the trigger. To tag another player, aim for the bubbles around their head. Head shots are the
only shots that count.
To aim better, use the red dot scope on your tagger. <DEMONSTRATE HOW TO FIRE> In this game,
you may be hit ______ times. The first times you're hit, you'll hear a grunt sound like someone hit
you in the stomach. The last time you're hit, you will hear “Medic, Medic, man down”. The lights on
your sensor will stay red and you will no longer be able to fire you phaser.
This means you are out.
<IF RESPAWN GAME>
Once you're out a time will start on your tagger. Return to your team's base and wait for the timer
to run out.
<IF ELIMINATION GAME>
Once you're out, lower your barrel and wait at your team's base.
You have limited ammo during the game. You have 40 rounds in each clip. When you hear a “click
click” sound it's time to reload. To reload press the red button. While reloading, you cannot fire, but
you can still be hit, so try to reload when you're behind cover.
Safety is first here with Pro Combat. No sprinting. Play under control at all times. I am the referee
and I will decide what is out of control.
No physical contact. You may not touch any other player or their laser tagger.
You must always hold the gun firmly in both hands like this. Do not push, move or lean on any
obstacle.
No blind firing. No firing at vehicles, train, plane or members of the public. You must always be able
to see what you're shooting at and you must always be able to see the end of your barrel.
You must stay within the boundaries, you must not go any closer than 2 metres from the road and
rail tracks.
You are not allowed to climb any trees.
We have a courtesy rule. If you are waiting to respawn, do not talk. Dead mean tell no tales.
You must always obey the referee.
If you are caught breaking any of these rules, we may be forced to remove you from the game and
you will not be allowed to play again today.

